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Who writes the rules for international organizations?

▶ External donors?
▶ Efficiency: EU-funded courts, parliaments in Mercosur, OECS
▶ Mission creep: Formerly economic agreements taking on peacekeeping and

election monitoring (ECOWAS), health initiatives (CARICOM), social issues
(OECS) beauty pageants (ECOWAS) w/ IFI funding

▶ Crowd out: ?

Does external donor funding alter the internal priorities of international
organizations?
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Case: Gates Foundation

▶ Billionaire Bill Gates, founder of
Microsoft, and wife Melinda Gates

▶ Second largest philanthropy in the
world

▶ Primarily funds health initiatives in
the Global South

▶ Also major funder of the WHO,
Global Fund, GAVI

Tough case for crowd out because Gates priorities aligned with IOs (particularly
health IOs)
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Data

▶ Gates Foundation tax returns (2000-2021)

▶ 20 percent of total funding goes to IOs
▶ 40 IOs
▶ 2438 projects
▶ 15 billion dollars total funding
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Descriptive

▶ Identify IOs, funding, purpose

▶ Merge with EFIO (Earmarked Funding in International Organizations)
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Gates → IOs → projects

Project inputs to IOs from Gates (t) → Project outputs from IOs (t+ 1)
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IO project portfolio composition

Project inputs to IOs from Gates (t) → Proportion of IO funding towards health
projects (t+ 1)
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Within-IO variation associated with Gates Funding

Proportion of IO funding within an IO earmarked for governance issues in time
t+ 1 given Gates Foundation funding for issue areas in time t
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Technocratic solutions for governance issues?
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Conclusion and next steps

Some evidence that external donor funding shapes IO priorities

▶ Not necessarily between sectors

▶ But in the modality of IO projects

▶ Particularly in non-specialized IOs

Donors may impact IO governance by changing how IOs address issues

Moving forward:

▶ Text analysis of Gates project descriptions

▶ Interaction between IO funding and Gates funding at country level

▶ Gates Foundation fossil fuel investments vs climate investing
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Thank you!
jcgray@sas.upenn.edu

coudry@sas.upenn.edu
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